Abstract. A number n is said to be economical if the prime power factorisation of n can be written with no more digits than n itself. We show that under a plausible hypothesis, related to the twin prime conjecture, there are arbitrarily long sequences of consecutive economial numbers, and exhibit such a sequence of length 9.
Introduction
In 5], Bernardo Recam an Santos de ned a number n to be equidigital 1 if the prime power factorisation of n requires the same number of decimal digits as n, and economical if the prime power factorisation requires no more digits. He asked whether there were arbitrarily long sequences of consecutive economical numbers. In 3], Richard Hess observed that the ve consecutive integers 13, 14 = 2 7, 15 = 3 5, 16 = 2 4 and 17 are economical. We note that the sequence 157, 158 = 2 79, 159 = 3 53, 160 = 2 5 5, 161 = 7 23, 162 = 2 3 4 , 163 is of length seven. Hess also suggested that there was a longest such string.
In this article, we shall show that there are strings of consecutive economical numbers of arbitrary length if Dickson's conjecture, on the simultaneous primality of linear forms, is true. This is a generous assumption, since the conjecture includes the twin prime conjecture as a special case. We use the idea of the proof to nd a sequence of nine consecutive economical numbers from 1034429177995381247 to 10344291779953812455.
2. Economical and frugal numbers There is no need to restrict to decimal expansions, so we begin by working with a general base B.
Let (n) denote the number of digits required to write n in base B, so that (n) = k if and only if B k?1 n < B k . We can express this conveniently as (n) = plog B nq, where 2 pxq = minfk 2 Z: k > xg.
We let (n) denote the number of digits required to write down the prime power factorisation of n, so that if n = Q r i=1 p ai i then (n) = P r i=1 (p i ) + 0 (a i ), where 0 (a) = (a) for a > 1 and 0 (1) = 0. We let h(n) = (n) ? (n).
We de ne n to be equidigital (base B) if h(n) = 0, economical (base B) if h(n) 0 and frugal (base B) if h(n) > 0. For k > 0, if h(n) k we say that n is k{frugal, so that 1-frugal is the same as frugal. We include 1 as a frugal number.
We begin with some obvious properties. 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation. Primary 11A63; Secondary 11A25, 11A51. 1 We prefer this spelling to \equadigital". 2 Note that this di ers from the usual dxe when x is an integer: indeed, pxq = bxc + 1. 1
9. If m is frugal and n is economical, then mn is economical; 10. If m is frugal then h(mn) h(n). Proof. Part (1) follows immediately from the de nition.
For part (2) , suppose that m n and (n) = k. Then B k?1 < m + n 2n 2B k B k+1 .
For part (3), we note that if (m) = l and (n) = k then B l?1 m < B l and B k?1 n < B k , so that B k+l?2 mn < B k+l . Part (4) follows by induction.
For part (5), we note that if m and n are coprime, then their prime power factorisation are disjoint.
For part (6), we need to consider only the prime power factors that m and n have in common. (3) this is at most
We obtain (8) by combining (3) and (6): parts (9) and (10) are special cases of (8).
We use the next proposition to prove the result we shall use in the next section.
Proposition 2.2. Fix a base B.
1. Suppose that r and s are coprime. For each k 0 there are in nitely many k-frugal numbers coprime to s and divisible exactly by the prime powers in r. 2. Given r, for each k 0 there are in nitely many k-frugal numbers divisible by r and containing only the same prime factors as r. Proof. For (1), take p to be a prime greater than rs and let n = rp a . Assume a 2.
We have (n) = (r) + (a) + (p) and (n) (r) + (p a ) (r) + a( (p) ? 1). So
and this tends to in nity with a. For (2), consider n = r a for some a > 1. By Proposition 2.1 (4) and (7) Proof. Suppose that m has the property stated, and let (m) = l. Then B l?1 m < B l , so B l m > 1. Let k be large enough that (B k + B k )=B k = 1 + B ( ?1)k < B l =m: we may also assume that k > l and that B k is large enough for Proposition 2.3 to hold. Take a prime p in the interval B k < p B k + B k : by Proposition 2.1 (1), p is economical, so mp is economical by the assumption on m. But mp < m But by our assumptions, mp is economical, so that h(mp) 0 and so we must have h(m) 1: that is, m is frugal.
Extravagant numbers
We can use Proposition 2.3 to show that there are numbers n with h(n) 0: presumably we should call these extravagant. 
< exp (1=2) < 2; since (1 + x=n) n tends to e x from below for x > 0.
Consider the intervals B t L i ; B t L i+1 ], for i = 0; : : : ; k. 
so that (n) = t(k + 1) + 1. So h(n) = t(k + 1) + 1 ? (k + 1)(t + 1) = ?k.
We note that the idea of the proof can be applied to intervals of the form B t L ?i?1 ; B t L ?i ] to show that there are in nitely many squarefree economical numbers with distinct prime factors, providing an alternative solution to 5] in any base. Dickson 2] conjectured that a family of linear functions f i (n) = a i n + b i , i = 1; :::; t, with integer coe cients a i , b i , would be simultaneously prime unless they \obviously cannot": that is, unless there is an integer m > 1 such that m divides the product f 1 (n)f 2 (n) f t (n) for every value of n. This rather powerful conjecture would imply the twin primes conjecture, that there are in nitely many twin prime pairs (p; p+2), and the Sophie Germain primes conjecture, that there are in nitely primes p for which 2p + 1 is also prime 3 .
Dickson's conjecture
Schinzel 6] extended Dickson's conjecture to the analogous \Hypothesis H" for arbitrary integer polynomials f i (x). In practice there are modi cations one could make to the construction given in the proof of the Theorem. For example, it may be more e cient to take the sequence of numbers N ? 1; : : : ; N + t ? 2, since none of the p i will divide N ? 1 and we can take f ?1 = 1.
A further variant would be to take m 0 to be composed of further powers of the primes p i , using Proposition 2.2 (2) rather than (1) to ensure that f 0 m 0 is frugal: for example, we might take m 0 to be a power of f 0 .
Examples
We illustrate with some example. We take base B = 10. Suppose we wish to nd seven consecutive economical numbers. We have p 3 = 5 and 2 2 ; 3 1 ; 5 1 the highest powers less than 7, so that f 0 = 2 3 3 2 5 2 = 1800. We nd that f j = j, j = 1; : : : ; 6. We take m 0 = 7 6 The 4-frugal numbers are 117649 = 7 6 , 390625 = 5 8 , 823543 = 7 7 . The numbers with h = ?5 range from 87516 = 2 2 3 2 11 13 17, 97812 = 2 2 3 2 11 13 19 to 999900 = 2 2 3 2 5 2 11 101.
The longest strings of consecutive economical numbers in this range are of length 7, starting at 157, 108749, 109997, 121981, 143421. The longest strings of consecutive frugal numbers are only of length two, the rst starting with 4374.
